THE    GROSS    OF    PEACE
idea that they were saving themselves France even—la
France Vtctorieuse—was not assured of safety, though they
had the greatest and most efficient army, though Germany
was still disarmed France was fortifying her frontiers at
enormous expense, yet never with a sense of security One
day German air-fleets might cross those fortifications and
destroy Paris from the air
The French people would never be sure of peace, because
they were sure that one day, sooner or later, Germany would
demand the revision of the Peace Treaties and force another
war on France Certain leaders of French thought, like
Aristide Briand and Leon Blum and Henri de Jouvenel—
and Armand Gatieres in his small sphere of influence—
believed indeed, that there was a safer way for France
than by preparing for another war They believed that an
international code of justice might be found, to which all
countries in Europe, and presently in the world, would
give allegiance They hoped that by easing the pressure
on Germany and offering friendship instead of enmity, there
might be an end to the hereditary feud, and some progressive
method of disarmament to lift the intolerable burden of
taxation from the bowed shoulders of underpaid labour
But these men, these dreamers, these idealists, were regarded
as defeatists and fools by the majority of their fellow citizens*
The world was slipping towards rum It was drifting
towards war Europe, fifteen years after a world war, was
one great powder magazine, which any spark of racial
passion might explode The misery of unemployed men,
the creeping up of Communism, the beast-like instinct of
self-preservation, this increasing poverty of nations fortifyw^
themselves vainly against their neighbours' trade and industry,
might lead to a spreading anarchy in which the tribes would
fight once more for the elemental needs of life, or for racial
mastery
It was a queer world in which to arrive Armand crept
sometimes into the nursery of his new-born babe and stood

